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Abstract 
t1ath and the Mind's Eye, a curriculum beginning to be widely used in the Portland, Oregon area, is tested 
under the static group comparison model, to see if the curriculum reduces mathematics anxiety in 
seventh grade students. Testing occurred in November 1988 at two schools., Harriet Tubman Middle 
School and Whitaker Middle School. At Harriet Tubman, 32 students (56~ white, 53% female) from two 
classes were tested after using the Math and the Mind's Eye curriculum. At Whitaker, 34 students (47% 
white, 61 ~ female) from two classes were tested after using the Heath Mathematics textbook. A revised 
version of the oJ t1athematics Anxiety Rating Scale for Adolescents (MARS-A), created by Richard Suinn, 
was used as a post-test covering lessons taught in September, October, and November in each of the four 
classes. The t-ratio between the two groups, experimental and control, measured 1.243 (p>.05). An 
independent one-way analysis of variance between the four classes showed a significant difference 
between the classes of 6.1939 (p<.O 1). There is a significant critical difference between the two control 
group classes and between one experimental group class and one control group class. Since there is no 
significant difference between the experimental and control group, the difference between the individual 
classes may be attributed to more significant variable influencing mathematics anxiety. Further testing 
that includes these variables or a difference experimental model, may bring more insight into how a 
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Abstract 
t1ath and the Mind's Eye, a curricu1um beginning to be widely used in 
the Portland, Oregon area, is tested under the static group comparison 
model, to see if the curriculum reduces mathematics anXiety in seventh 
grade students. Testing occurred in November 1988 at two schools., 
Harriet Tubmem Middle School ond Whitoker Middle School. At Horriet 
Tubmon, 32 students (56~ white, 53% female) from two classes were 
tested after using the Math and the Mind's Eye curriculum. At Whitoker, 
34 students (47% white, 61 ~ femole) from two closses were tested after 
usina the Heath Mathmatics textbook. A revised version of the 
oJ 
t1athematics Anxiety Rating Scale for Adolescents (MARS-A), created by 
Richard Suinn, was used as a post-test covering lessons taught in 
September, October, and November in each of the four classes. The t-ratio 
between the two groups, experimental and control, measured 1.243 
(p>.05). An independent one-way analysis of variance between the four 
closses showed a significant difference between the closses of 6.1939 
(p<.O 1). There is a significant critical difference between the two control 
group classes and between one experimental group closs and one control 
group class. Since there is no significant difference between the 
experimental and control group, the difference between the individuol 
classes may be attributed to more significant variable influencing 
mothemotics anxiety. Further testing that includes these variables or a 
difference experimental model, may bring more insight into how a specific 
curriculum affect mathematics anxiety in the middle grades. 
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Since the 1970's there has been some concern oyer the large numbers 
of people suffering from mathematics anxiety. This is a strong paralyzing 
emotional response to rnathematics that can have short term effects of 
pEini C, tensi on, ~Iel pI essness, fear, di stress, and shame. It predomi natel y 
expresses ltself D~l causlng avoIdance or s1tuatlons USing ftgures and 
mathematical concepts (Kogelman &. warren, 1976). Some physlcal 
8y.pressions of matt'lemetics anxiety are sweating palms, clenched flsts, 
queasy stomaCh, dry mouth .. and a cold sweat (Morris, 19B 1). These 
expressions can affect test performance .. understanding in class, and 
performance on the JOO. They can also affect tne oeClS10ns one maKes, 
from career choices to counting change. 
Mathemlltics anxiety affects !doun9 people, especially 1n the middle 
end higll schools. It 51so effects adults, male and female, in a variety of 
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CCiieers. Because so many careers have a basis jn matherm.lties, the 
problem of mathematics anxiety can limit one's choices substemtially. 
Diverse cElreers, including eJuto repoir, nursing, clerking, and elementary 
school teaching all require some understandingof mathematics. At a 
higher level of sophist.ication, coreers in chemistry, physics, engineering, 
nuclear science, and medicine require extensive mathematics. Anxiety 
aboutmethemetics con E1dversely affect sych everydoy octivHies os 
be 1 enei nl~ fJ checkbook .. underst1lndi ng stati stl cs J determini ng finonci a 1 
needs and budgeting, completing tax forms, keeping financial records, tmd 
comperet i 'ole shoppi ng. 
Purpose 
TI't8r8 appear to tie t'Mtn!J variables influencing matriemaUc~; amdety 
such 8S soci eta 1 e~<pecta t1 OriS, f emil y mode 1i tlg and expectati ons} and 
teflcJdng styles and curriculum. The present study looks at fJ curriculum as 
(j possible IIEJrillble influencing mothemetics onxiety. Gene r'·leier .. at 
Portland State University, recently created 0 mathematics cutTic;ulurn for 
the middle gra1jes tho.t is becoming widely used in the Portlond., Oregon 
) 
urea. The curriculum is c~l1ed "Moth and the Mind's Eye" (Mt·1E). If tl1e MME 
curriculm does in fact r-educe mathematics anXiety amoung st.uljents in trle 
midljje grades, the end result rnight l,h/ell be a young learner \'vith more 
interest in pursuing mathematics electives in rllgh schooL UltlmBtely, 
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decisions are made in high school regarding careers, and those requiring 
mathematics understanding and sk111s might be considered more often. 
Even if the career chosen after high school does not immediately require 
irJ1j€!pth knowledge of mothemotics .. os one progresses within fI coreer 
rnethernat i (:8 skm s will often be needed. 
Assumpt ions 
The fundamental assumption for the present research is that 
metl1ernatics anxiety does exist in the middle grades; In the review of the 
related literotl~re, assumptions to be addressed are whether achievement 
effects mathematics anxiety, how to measure mathematics anxiety in the 
middle grades, fJnd the role that curricula may ploy in producing 
rnathernot i cs anxi ety. 
It is importtmt that the teachers using MME and those using the 
standard textbook cdhere to those curricula find use few resources from 
other textbooks or curricula. Delivery styles of teElchers using MME and 
the regular textbook should be somewhat similar. The present research 
t'lSSlJmes thot HIe teachers will proctor the testing scole in 0 similor 
rnonner, give the introduction to the scole in much the SI:ltll8 Wfty, tlnd reftd 
the stotements without. biasing the students. Any correlation between 
anxiety tmd (Clciol background wos minirni.zed by choosing experiemental 
end control groups hElving similar racial makeups from inner cHy schools. 
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Trl8 results of the scale assume that the students take the scale 
seriously. It is also assumed that the statements of the scale do in foct 
reflect. levels of mathematics anxiety. 
Hypothesis 
The specific hypothesis of the present study is that llmited exposure 
to the curriculum "r'1ath and the t1ind's .Eye" will reduce mathematics 
amdety in sevenH"lgrade mathematics students. If the data supports this 
contention, the present research would highlight a perrticular curriculum 
for use with mid,jle !~rade students that might encourage students to take 
mathematics courses that they would not otherwise take, Unltlrnately, 
this could produce larger numbers of students who can exercise 8 wider 




Review of the Literature · 
"Since 'world 'war II, the impact of mathematics on technQlogy and 
engineering has been more direct and more profound than in any historical 
period of which vy'e are aware." (NRC,19B4). Mathematics, especlally 
arithmetiC, fills our daily life, and for many of us is 0 regular part ot" our 
job. Science (theoretical and proctlcol) and technology rely heovlly on 
lldnlnced mllthemrltic5. It is in high school thot students start to choose 
how milch mothemotics they wish to hove beyond the basic requirements. 
There are many opportunities for higher m~thematical skills and their 
application, but many educators beHeve people are not taking advantage Qf 
8 
these opportunH i es (NRC, 1984). We need to reduce the level of 
mathematics anxiety in the intermediflte and secondary grades in order to 
encourage students to enroll in higher level mathematics courses. 
Abstract mathemat i ca 1 constructs often spur revo 1 ut i onary 
explorations in the sciences. An exomple of this is Boolean Algebra, 
which WdS cret'lted in the eorly 1900's as a symbolic model for logical 
thought processes. it hEld no procticol use until the 1950's wHh the 
coming of the computer. It is now used to optimize the design of computer 
circuitry. In other instances, mathematical concepts hove been created 
to help exploin how our world operates or to make a job easier. A very 
early example of this is Euclidean Geometry, which was developed to help 
faCilltote the emnual reestablishment of land bounderies along the Nile 
titter it flooded. 
We encounter mothemotics in our doily lives when we figure gt'ls 
mileage or sales ta~<} when we read or change recipes, do comparative 
shopping, check the bills \Ne receive, leave a tip, balance our checkbooks, 
invest our rnonies, estimate costs, or work with money. During our early 
school years, mathematics is a component of the basic curriculum, is port 
of standardized testing, and is an essential feature of a school district's 
gotlls. In higher education, admissions tests which involve .mathematics 
fire required of many college ond university appllconts, including graduate 
stUdents and those seeking 'entrance into medical, law, or business 
schools. Most jobs make use of some form of mathematiCS, particularly 
those deoling with money ond stotistics. There ore coreers thot use 
higher mathematics skills. slich as engineering, biology, economiCS, 
9 
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physics, chemistry, sociology, psychology, business, and medicine 
(Kogelman Co. Warren, 1978). Finally, there are the pure and applied 
, -: mathematicians, statisticians, and the systems analysts (NRC, 1984). 
In the future, the careers that use higher mathematical skills will 
handle overwhelming amounts of data and require increasingly complex 
mathematical models. We need mathematicians who can sort and 
c6tegorlze the data, make implications and apply mathematics in novel 
ways. To do this, we must have mathematically educated people. 
There are mony reasons for having 6 foundational basis in 
mathematics taught in our schools. First, there is the ~pplicf1tion of 
mathematics in our llves. Schools are excellent places to teach many 
people the basic skills for living in our SOCiety. Education uses 
mathematics to develop the skill of inquiry, to hone the sk111s of problem 
solving, logic, ond deduction. When coupled with the SCiences, 
mothemotics educotlon con be mode practical. When coupled with 
reseorch, mathematics can help in the discovery of new theories and · 
oPD 11 Gtlt ions of tnothernat iCBl concepts. 
Often, students are not encouraged to tflke more mathernatics courses 
end then find that when they start training at the college level for careers 
in business and stf)listics .. they are unprep(Jred (Mitchell , 1984). Often, 
women ore not encouroged to toke mothemotics courses. Sociol and 
culturEd expectations are biased in favor of men in the educating and 
securing of careers related ~o mathem(Jtics. EduCBtiOnol institutions need 
to counter these expectations. 
10 
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EYen though public schools are regulated by anti-discrimination la'vv5, 
the student's peers and fElmily have powerful effects on career choices. In 
the family setting, 8 very powerful model of attitudes towards 
mathematics is the mother, especially for students that are considered 
"low-ability" (Wilhelm &Brooks, 1980). If the mother has little interest 
in, or feflrs, mathematics .. the chances are greater that the children will 
also. A son or daughter that is not encouraged in mathematics at home is 
going to need special consideration in school. Also, porents with fl gender 
bias regarding mathematiCS (i.e. Mathematics is 6 mole pursuH) affect the 
. performance of students in mathematical courses, especially females 
(Eccles & Jacobs . 1986). 
ReS8tlrchers ore in conflict over whether mathematics anxiety 
affects achievement. Fulkerson, GalaSSi, and G616ssi (1984) found that 
mathematics onxiety itself does not strongly offect mathemotics 
achievement. Eccle and Jacobs (1986) found thot mathematics elnxiety 
effects the grades in mothematics courses and also the future pIons of 
students to take mathematics courses. There is agreement with Gliner 
(1967) that mathematics Elflxiety moyleod students to ovoid mathematics. 
This avoidance of mathematics courses is debilltat1ng to students at a 
time when they are chooslngthe educational paths for later career 
decisions. 
The reverse has also been found; mathematics achievement mayor 
may not signific8ntl!~ effect mothematics onxiety. According to Gliner 
(1987), mathematics anXiety is affected by verbal sk111s, grode point 
avererge In mathematics courses, and the number of classes the person has 
II 
had in mathematics. The higher the skilJ level, gnlde pOint average or 
number of classes, the lower the anxiety toward mathematics. It has also 
been found that the the single variable of completing more mathematics 
courses wi 11 increase the confi dence in mathematics and encourage a 
more positive attitude toward mathematics (Eccles & Jacob, 1986), thus 
lowering mothematics onxiety. 
Up through the middle grades, students take required mathematics 
courses as a part of their curriculum. Fennema & Carpenter (1981) found 
that there was little difference in achievement between boys ond girls in 
the middle grades. At the cognitive level, including knowledge, skill, 
understanding, ond flpplicotion of mathematics, there is little difference 
bet ween the sexes at age 13 (Fennema & Carpenter, 1981). Thi sis the Ilge 
group selected for t~e present reseorch. Mothemotics onxiety scales given 
to this age group (G1iner, 1987 and Suinn, 1982) show that anxiety does 
exist at this grade level and will affect intentions to take more 
mathemat i cs courses (Sui nn, 1982). 
fvlany voriables have been researched as affecting mathematics 
anxiet!~. Some have been previously mentioned, such os porentalattitudes 
tlnd 8xpecttltlons, especi~lly the mother's. There is also the social roles 
and expect~tions thot ore often expressed by the medio (Eccles & Jl'lcobs, 
1986).· Inl'lddition, there are the mothernotics closses themselves, tllong 
with the teochers tmd the currtculum. During interviews with people who 
consider themselves to be extremely onxiou$ obout mothemotics, 
researchers (Kogelrnan & Warren, 1978 and Tobias, 1978) found that many 
of the interviewees could remember the beginning of their onxiety quite 
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vividly. Their experiences in mathematics were often humilHeting or 
frustrating, either because of the teaching style, the lack of clarity in the 
curriculum, the lack of clElrHy in teacher explanations, or public 
. demonstration of their wrong answers (Kogel man & Warren, 1978). 
Three people who have made specific suggestions related to 
classroom characteristics to help reduce mothematics .onxi ety are Sustm 
. . S. Stodolsky (J985),Janet Morris (1981), and Wade H. Sherard (1981). The 
teacher's attitude needs to be free of sex role stereotyping regarding 
mathemotics, be less outhoritlve regording answers ond techniques for 
solving problems, be sensitive to students reactions, and encourage a 
relaxed, supportive atmosphere in the classroom. The. teachers. should 
include positive feedtr6ckon tests to help develop the student's 
. self:-confldence in the student's ability. The reseorchers also suggested 
that the curriculum include everyday examples that students can relate to. 
It should stress the thinking process, an understanding of the longuage and 
symbols of mothematics, and help develop strong problem solving end 
spatial skills. The curriculum should olso integrote manipulaUves ond 
co-operative learning as tools for problem solving. 
These porticulor teocher attitudes ond curriculum quelities help to 
make mathemetics courses en encouraging experience rather than 8 . 
discouroging one, which help to compensote for discouroging forces in 0 
student's life. "Math and the Mind's Eye" is one of the curricula available, 
which focuses on this encouroging experience of mothemotics. 
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Review ef Math aod the Mind's Eye 
"t'lath and the MInd's Eye" is a mathematics curriculum for the middle 
gredes created by Gene r1aier of Portlemd State University in Portland, 
Oregon. It consists of Hve units: Patterns., Numbers, Bases, Fractions ond 
Geometry. In the unit on Patterns are activities on perimeter, cube 
patterns, and number sequences. Activities in the Numbers unit cover the 
four besic openrtions (+ - x I), odd and even numbers, factors and primes, 
find overoging. The unit on Bases includes the additional topics of 
meosurement, dimension, and numeration, olong with the four bosic 
. operations over bases. The addition and subtrection of decimels ere 
includedln the Fractions unit. The Geometry unit is the longest unit 
starting with recognition of Simple and complex polygons and finding the 
length and area of shapes, portlculorly of triongles. This unit olso 
includes a stUdy of the Pythagorean Theorem,finding the perimeter of 
. polygons, finding surface areo ond volume, and 0 comporison between the 
shope and surf ace oree of shapes. 
There are some common threads that run through each unit, such 6S 
, 
pattern recognition and the ability to approximate answers. Apditional 
commonolities include, imogining in one's heod (especiolly with number 
sequences ond general geometry concepts) ond understanding themeoning 
of the mathematicol symbols. This curriculum uses effective teocher 
Questioning to help students verbolize how they orrive at a particulor 
answer and to understand thot there may be more than one way to arrive ot 
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an answer. Manipulatives are used consistently in the units to show 
concrete representations of the abstn:sct concepts. 
~'IME also stresses some particultw teaching qualities for teachers. It 
1S important throughout all the units that the teacher be non-judgemental 
about a student's guess. I f there is a pElrti eular pattern or wa!d of showing 
an answer that the ectivity flsks for, it is stressed that n,e teacher affirm 
all the patterns even though there is only one in mind. MME spends some 
time in each unit exploring how students find fin answer rather thfln being 
told Hie answer directly. This provides the teacher wHrl ediagnostlc tool 
to hel p determine how the student is understanding the concepts and 
symbols and the student's ability to show abstract concepts concretely. 
ReVl ew of MARS-A 
The Mathematics Anxiety Rating Scale for Adolescents (t1ARS-A) is a ' 
revised test by Richard M. Suinn of Colorado State University. It has minor 
word changes from the adult version entitled "Mathematics Anxiety Rating 
Scale" (MARS). There fire many scoles end tests avoilable t.o study 
attitudes eJbolJt mathematics, but the MARS-A is the only known test thot 
deals specifically with mathematics anxiety and that also has normative, 
reliability, and vOlidity dot a avoiloble to the public. The normative data 
was ttlken from 1780 students. One school, grf.ldes 7-12 involved 483 
students in a metropolitan Eifel:! in Arizono. In Colorodo, two schools were 
I 
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involved in 6 small city, the junior high involving 1009 students and the 
high school involving 288 students (Suinn & Edwards, 1982). 
The MARS-A consists of statements describing situations where one 
might encounter mathematics. Some examples are "Counting a pile of 
chtmge," "Listening to t'lnother student explain 0 math formul~," "Taking on 
examination (final) in a math course," "Being given a set of multiplication 
problems to solve on paper," and "Listening to a lecture in a math class." 
Students rate their answers on EI 5-point Ukert scale from "Not at all" 
anxious to "Very much" enxious. 
The purpose of the scale is for individual placement or counseling, for 
direct research of influences on mathematics anxiety, oras used in the 
present reS8erct'I - as a measure for evaluating the impact of curriculum 
(Suinn, 1979). The scole has been critiqued as being most effective as a 
screening tool with some question as to its validity os a research tool or. 
as a measure of effectiveness (t1itchell, 1985, p.910). The particular 
reViewer, Michael J. Hannafin, felt nll:!t the MARS-A might be sensitive to 
situationell mathematics anXiety. 
Summary of Reyj ew 
It is important to have a basic understanding of some mathematical 
concept.s to function well in our society. Beyond the basics, there are 
mony fields, particularly as technDlogy gets more sophisticated, thot 
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reQuire advanced levels of mathematlcs understanding. In order to have 
people prepared to deal with this much mathematics, we must include it 
as Dort of their education. We need to encourage interest in advanced 
mathemotics. To do this, we need to moke mothemotics classes enjoyable 
and relevant. We need to encourage success in the crucial middle grades, 
so thfIt the students will wont to learn more obout mothemotics. "t1oth 
tlnd the Mind's Eye" is 0 curriculum that seems to create an excitement · 
obout lrIathemotics. It uses the student's pottern recognition skills, verbol 
skllls, imagination, emd couples the abstract with the concrete. Trie 
MARS'-A, 1:1 scale to measure mathemotics onxiety, will be used to test MME 1 
. to see if His a factor in lowering mathematics anXiety. 
I~ 
I I 
post-test, the liARS-A, Vy'8S given to both groups and the1r scores 
compared to determine if the experiment,.,] felctor hod on effect on the 
ott itudes of the students toword mothemot i CS. Thi s procedure is very 
loose in ·structure ond does not hove t.he requirements of nmdom selection 
that true experimentBJ designs corry. Therefore, it is necessary to 
consider fBctors thot might bios the doto, factors thot would moke the 
two groups di ff erent from each other, other them the independent vori ab Ie. 
Some of these factors include the sexes and races of the teachers and 
students involved. 
Um1tetions 
- Limited population, Four classes in two schools of one particular 
ci ty were tested. 
- Relitively high minority ratio of students in public schools 
compared to the United StMes norm. 
- Assessment tool 110s high reoding level. MARS-A ossessed ot 7th to 
12th grode reoding level. 
- Teocher differences. There is a different teacher for each class and 
their teoching styles moy be reflected in the doto. 
- Students ore taught with the particulor curriculum for only three 
months. . 
19 
- Closs differences. One control class has a significantly different 
mole to femole rotio. 
- Research did not include a pre-test on experimental or control 
groups. 
- FoclJs on curriculum. The present research does not consider the 
Gouses of mathematlcs anxiety which correlote more strongly them 
curriculum. 
Structure of Test and Procedures 
The MARS-A; created by Richard M. Suinn in 1979, is a Que~tionnaire 
with 98 stotements that refer to things or experiences, related to 
mathematics, that might make one anxious. The scale uses a five-point . 
Ukert scale entitled "Not at all" anxious, "A little" anxious, "A fair 
amount" anxious, "Much" anxious, and "Very much" anxious. The individual 
morks one box per statement. To determine the score, the number of 
checks for each level of anxiety is tallied and then multiplied by one for 
"Not at all," two for"A Httle," on up. to five for "Very much." An individual 
with a score of 98 would have very low onxiety and a score of 490 would 
be extremely onxious. Reodobility tests on 0 selection of the statements 




Because the scola was to be given to seventh grade students during 
school hours, some changes were mode os to the structure of the test. The 
class periods during which testing wtjs to occur were 45 minutes in 
lengtl1. A scale of 98 statements, including an explanation of the test and 
discussion of anxiety seemed unreasonable for the time frame. A thir-d of 
the Questions, multiples of three, were selected. 
Considering that 86Ch of the statements on the scale reflect a 
measurement of mElthematics anxiety, shortening the text to multiples of 
three could serve 6S {] representative sample of the entire test. Also to be 
considered was the critiQue that some of the statements measure other 
kinds of tltlxiety .. not just mathematical onxiety. An example of this is the 
statement "Taking an examination (final) in a math course." This 
statement would also measure the anxiety of taking B final examination, 
not just a mathemotics finol. There ore nine such stotements 1n the entire 
sc~le. The revised scole contoins three of these "weighted stotements." 
With readability fluctuoting between seventh and twelfth 9rade, there 
'NaS a concern over whether there would be onxiety related to being able to 
read the scale. It was decided that hoving the scale reed aloud to the 
student.s would create the leost anxiety regarding understanding. There 
was ElIsa a change in wording in two statements. In statement #22, the 
word "fun" was substituted for "recreotlonol purposes" and in statement 
#27, the word "promoti on" wos substituted for "graduati on." Both of these 
chonges were more appropriate to the experiences of the seventh graders 
at these school s. 
r,l 
'-I 
The procedure for testing included a short discussion of the word 
"anxious" by the teacher with the students. Those students who had 
returned parent consent forms were given a sheet with the cEltagories of 
the scale printed on H. The teacher gave the directions .. which included 
numbering the lines, clorifing the categories, and explaining how to mark 
the sheet. The teacher then read each Quesiton to the students and the 
students marked their sheet. After completing the scale, the sheets were 
collected and given to the experimenter to tally. 
Tallying consisted of adding the scores under each heading on each 
student's individual sheet Elnd multiplying the column totals by their 
respective constont. In order to compore the scores with the n13t10n131 
norm found try Suinn .. the scores weremultipHed by 98/32. This does not 
affect 0 cross compClrision between the classes, the more important of the 
compori sons for thl s research. 
Re1iobilHy ond Vo1idity 
. The MARS-A, when used in its entirety, has a reliability of .96 as 
metlsured by Cronbach's alpho and a coefficifmt of .90 under 
SpeElrrnan-Brown .. Reducing the number of stotements to be onswered by 
the students by two thirds undoubtoblyreduces the reliability of the test, 
but I felt that, with such a high reliability rate iniUal1y, taking a 
consistont number of statements (multiples of three) would be the best 
way to keep the integrity of the scale and still fit the time requirements. 
Of course . comparing the scores 'from the present research with the norms 
8S found by Richl:wd Suinn would be inElppropriate becllUse of the changes in 
t.he scole itself and the WelY it WlIS proctored. Therefore the means Elnd 
standard devilltions of the groups were calculated using the raw scores 
obtoined by the students. 
Tile validity of the I"lAR5-A was also evaluated by correlatlng scores 
for rnfJttlernoti csanxi ety with three veri fib 1 es: the GPA that the students 
have received in rnathematics courses, the students' intent to enroll in 
rnore IT!athemetics courses, and students' cereer choices. In all three of 
these relationships trle correlations weresignHicant (p<.OOO 1, p<.OO 1, and 
p<.(lO 1 respectively). This substantiates the findings by other researchers 
involvi ng the relationships of mathematics attHudes end grades, course 
planning and cat-eer intentions. 
SHes 
Portland, Oregori is a port city with a population of a half million in 
the metropolitan area. Herriet Tubman Middle School is an inner city 
schoolln North Portland. It is 0 predominotely Block school, grodes si(~ 
through eight. Whitelker ~1jddle School is elso an inner city school, but in 
Northeost Portland. 
Two te/.'lchers involved in the present reseorch teach seventh grade 
enrichrnent rnothemfltics closs ot Hornet Tubmon. One of their closses 
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met eighth period, the last in the day and the other met second period. 
'Though this was not the first time these teachers had taught mathematics .. 
tt1is wos the first year that the teachers had used the M~1E currtcula in 
their classes. They used MME during the months of September emd October, 
often planning the lessons together. 
At Whitoker Middle School, the clessses tested were also seventh 
grl:lde mathemt1tics classes. One closs used the Level 8 Heath MElthemfltics 
textbook by Rucker, Di11e·y, end Lowry. This closs met eighttl period, the 
lelst period of the day. During September and October, the class covered 
decimtlls., number theory, ond eQuotions. The other closs met second p~riod 
I, 
and LJsed the Level 7 Heath Mathematics textbook by Rucker, D1l1e~J, and 
Lowry. This class covered whole numbers twd addition, subtraction, 
r-nultipHcation, and division of decimals during September llnd October. 
SUbjects 
A t.otal of 32 students completed the MARS-A at Harriet Tubman, 17 
from one closs (M-l) find 15 from the other (M-2). 34 students completed 
the t'1ARS-A ot WhHoker,14 in one closs (C-1) Md 201n the other (C-2). In 
eoch closs there were more girls thon boys (52.9%-57.1 ~), ~nd in one 
control class (C-?) it was 65% girls. The classes consisted Of about 55% 
white students ond 45~ of' vorious minorit iesl Asion l Hisptmic, or Block. 
One control closs (C-1) had about 57% minority students. Figure 1 is a 
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graph of the percentage of males and females in each class. Figure 2 1S a 
graph of the percentage of whites to minorities, partlcularly Black, 
Hispanic, and Asian. All four classes of students were cooperative about 
taking trle test. The students at Harriet Tubman were more yocal during 
the test than the students at Whitaker, asking clarifying Questions and 
making comments about the statements. 
I ndiuiduol Class 
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The teachers of Mt'lE were both male and white and were e><perienced 
. mathematics teachers. The teachers using the standard textbook were 
female, one whlteand one Hispanic. One was en experienced mathematics 
teacher, the other taught mostly language arts classes. 
Summory of Methodology 
A static group comparison was used to test the effectiveness of MME 
in lO"l'!'ering mathematics anxiety in seventh graders. This involVed two 





. :. ·.' 
different school taking mathematics under the Heath Mathematics 
textbook. The MARS-A was used to test the mothemeltics elnxiety level of 
the students: This scale required some changes in order to be appropriate 
for the class length, reoding level, and grade of the students. A total of 32 
students completed the scale under t1ME and 34 completed the scole under 
the Heath ~1(]thernatics textbook. 
CHAPTER 4 
Findings 
There were a totfll of 32 students tested under the experimental 
curriculum, "Math and the Mind's Eye," and 34 students under the control 
curriculum, Heath Mathematics. The raw scores and z-scores (deviations) 
for individual results are shOwn in Table 1. Two of the Asian students in 
C-1 t1ed a score of 9a, ttle lowest possible score on the scale. These two 
girls were two years older than the other students and spent much of the 
class llrne 1n lncJepenaent stUdy. Because Of thelr stgnlftcant age 
difference from the other students, their scores were not included in the 
present resl?8rch. Therefore only 32 scores are recorded 1n the table for 
the control grouD. Als%ne of the scores from M-1 was not included, 
because multiple answers were g1ven on two separate statements. 
Therefore only 31 scores are recorded for the experimental group. 
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T.llie 1- MRRS-II RaID Scores and Statistics by Group 
hlperimental Group Control Group 
Raw Stand. Raw Stand. 
Scores Dev. Scores Dev. 
129 -1.546 116 -1.631 
136 -1.397 119 -1.575 
147 -1 .247 129 -1.39 
150 -I. 195 i29 -1.39 
153 -1 .148 138 -1 .223 
156 -1.098 153 - .945 
162 ... 999 153 - .945 
172 - .533 156 - .59 . 
184 - .634 159 - .834 
190 ~ .534 162 - .779 
190 - .534 162 - .779 
193 - .485 162 - .779 
205 - .286 196 - .149 
205 - .236 202 - .038 
211 - .186 208 .074 
214 - .136 211 .129 
214 - .136 211 .129 
233 .179 214 .165 
239 .278 214 .155 
242 .328 221 .314 
245 .378 224 .37 
251 .477 227 .426 
254 .527 233 .537 
270 .792 233 .537 
270 .792 239 ~ 645 
276 ,692 257 .981 
279 .941 260 1.037 
265 1.041 270 1.222 
315 1.535 276 1.333 
319 1.605 279 1.389 
395 2.665 291 t .6 t t 
325 2.241 
N = 31 N = 32 
Mean = 222.226 Mean = 204.031 
I · St. Dell = 60.303 St. OeD. = 53.975 
I 
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The experimental group, with a mean of 222 and a standard deviation 
of 60 for 31 scores, had 0 high score of 395 and a low of 129 with a 
spread of 266 points. Of these scores, 17 were under the mean and 14 
were over with the greotest z-score being 2.865. Three scores were 
repeated twice, 190,214 Elnd 270. 
The control group, with a mean of 204 find a standard del/jellion of 54 
for 32 scores, hod a hi gh score of 325 Emd 0 low of 116 with fI spreod of 
209 pOints. Of these scores, 14 were. under the mean and 16 were over, 
with the greatest z-score being 2.241. One score was repeated three 
times,162. 
The raw scores were grouped in 10 intervals ranging from the total 
. possible scores of 98 to 490. This grouping is shown in Figure 3. The 
hi ghest frequency for the experi mental group was the interval 178-216. 
which hod nine scores. The control group had 0 different spreod of three 
intervals, 98-138, 139-177, 176-216, with seven scores eoch. 
The first Stot18tic01 test used to onolyze the dotowos 0 t-test for 
two independent groups, the experimental and control groups. This test 
requires that the groups be independent, normally distributed, end that 0 
random sample be drown from each. The size of the somple used .in the 
present reseorch is very smo 11 ond not strict 1 y rondom. Theref ore, the 
t-test is used as a robust test. The lack of randomness in the sample 
tested is noted ond then treoted os rondom. The t-test compores the 
, 
number of scores, means, ond st.andard devi atl ons bet ween the two groups 
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with 8 t-dlstributlon. The t-test resulted in 8 difference of 1.243, which 
was not signlficemt (p>.05). 
I was curious to know if there was a significant difference between 
the four closses, since eoch of the classes hod a different teacher, 
different students, and (in the case of the control group) a dlfferent level 
of mathematics text. I was hopeful thot fmother test might bring some 
additional insight to the conclusions from the t-test. The second 
stotistical test used to analyze this data was on independent one-way 
analysis of variance (ANOVA): The ANOVA compares the data from each of 
the closses involved in the present reseorch. This test assumes thot the 
population-is normaliy distributed, that the variabllity in each sample is 
essentially the some, find thot the sample is rondom. Like the t-test,the 
ANOVA con be used os 0 robust test when the data is not strictly random. 
The result was on F-rotio of 6.1939, significant ot p<.O 1. 
Not only was it important to know if there was a significant 
difference between the individuol closs means, but olso which closses 
were different from each other and if they were, how signif1cantly 
different. A tukey test following the ANOVA would help in controlling the 
possiblity of increased Type 1 error in multiple post-hoc tests such flS 
these. The criticol difference between group meons was computed using 
the studentlzed ronge stotistic (3.54, p<.05), the mean squore within 
closses (2721.865) ond the hormonic mean of the closs sizes (15.75). This 
resulted in a critical difference of 47.651. This score was then compared 
to the scores found by finding the difference between the meons of each 
individuol closs to 011 the other classes. TobIe 2 shows these class means 
and the differences between them. 
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Table 2. Differente Between [1811 Means 
M-1 M-2 [-1 C-2 Mean 
* 3.7 28.6 49.1 M-l = 224.0 
* * 32.3 45.4 M-2 = 220.3 
* * * 77.7 C-1 = 252.6 
* * * * C-2 = 174.9 
Critical Difference = 41.8 
(p<.05 and Qr=3:54) 
Discussion 
The result of the t-test was 1.243 (p>.05)~ ind1cating no significant 
difference. Therefore. there is no stgnHicant dHference between the 
experlmental and control groups ancJ tMlr ·means are essentJally the same. 
Looking at the independent one-way analySIS Of yar18nCe (ANOVA) 
reveals 8 very Ijifferent result. A result of 6.1939 (p<.ot) is a signific~lnt 
difference. Only one out of a tOO times would these test scores be a 
chance occurance, if there were no dHference. Most 11l<ely, there are 
I/eri~bles acting on the indlvldual classes to make their scores 
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slgnHlcontly different, but when they EIre grouped by curriculum into 
experimental and control, they are no longer significant. 
The test .for crltieol difference betwen the four closses further 
e1oborotes on the ANOVA. The difference between the metlns of the two 
control closses W6~; very significant, being 30 pOints above the minimum 
of 47.851. The difference between the two experimental closses W6S 3. 
This implies that the experimental closses were much more uniform 
between their scores th~n the control closses. Note olso the significant 
Ijifference betweent1-1 ond C-:l. This is the experimental cless with the' 
lowest mean of the four groups and t.he control closs with the highest 




The hypothesis of the present research was whether 11'18 curriculum 
"Math end the Mind's Eye" reduces the level of mathematics anxiety in 
middle school stu,dents. In the present research there was no significant 
difference between the effects of MME and the standard textbook at the 
two schools l tested over a span of two months. Observations seem to 
indicate that students were more excited ~boutleeJrning m!:lthemlltics 
under "Math and the Mind's Eyel " but this curriculum may not significantly 





There was, however, a dUference betw'een individual classes, There 
was a sign1flcant statistical difference between the two control classes 
and a statistical difference between one of the experimental classes and a 
control class: This difference, coupled with the fact that the teachers 
were different sexes and had different levels of experience in teaching 
mElthemat1cs, implies that there may be more significant variables related 
to helping lower mat.hematics anxiety than curriculum, particul/jrly the 
variable of teacher, 
It iSEllso interesting to note thot the closs with the lowest 
, mathemotics anxiety score {C-2) had the highest number of female 
students, Much of the reseQrch in mathematics anxiety would indicate 
that tl c lfJSS with SUetl a high ratio of female students should have had the 
highest anxiety score. ' 
Impllc8tions 
The rindingsof this present research might indicate that other 
variables more strongly affect mathematics anx1ety than does curriculum. 
These variables might be teaching style or student's ottltudes. 
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Recommendat ions 
It will be important for future researchers to consider how "Math and 
the Mind's Eye" is taught as compared to the standard textbook. Teaching 
style will need to be closely considered 010ng with the curriculum. The 
ideal would be to have one teacher use M~1E in one class and a stfmdord 
textbook in another closs over a six to twelve month Ume period. The 
closses would need to be the same level ond similar in charflcteristics. On 
F.I small scale this would be more possible them trying to gtlther 0 wider 
tropulation of students ond teochers (increosing the somple). 
It is very difficult to isolote the vorioble of curriculum and test it 
. ..
alone for reduction of mathematics anxiety} so it will be important in 
future research to include some of the other more significant voriobles 
that affect mathematics anXiety in students. It would be helpful to have 
more detai1s about students' mathematical history when interpretlng the 
data) such as what curriculum they have been exposed to in previous 
grades, where they went to school and what their parents think about 
mathematics. 
Fllture research should include a pre-test and post-test and allow a 
longer period of time under which the curriculum is used, Dr~ferably over a 
full school year. Related to this would be an appropriate meflsuring tool 
for this age group in order to better meosure their tlnxiety toword 
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NAME Total Score 
MATHEMATICS ANXIETY RATING SCALE-A (MARS-A) 
The items in the questionnaire refer to things and experiences that may cause tension or apprehension. For each item, 
place a check ( ./) in the box under the column that describes how much you would be made anxious by it nowadays. 
Work quickly, but be sure to consider each item individually. 
Not at A A fair Very . 
all little amount Much much . 
1. Deciding how much change you should get back from 0 0 0 0 0 
the purchase of several items. 
2. Having someone watch you as you add up a column 0 0 0 0 0 
of numbers. 
3. Having someone watch you as you divide a five digit 0 0 0 0 0 number by a two digit number. 
4. Being asked to add up 976 + 777 in your head. 0 0 0 0 0 
5. Adding up 976 + 777 on paper. 0 0 0 0 0 
6. Figuring out a simple percentage, like the sales tax 0 0 0 0 0 
on something you buy. 
7. Figuring · out how much you will get paid for 6y" 0 0 0 0 0 hours of work if you get paid $2.25 an hour. 
8. Listening to a person explain how he figured out yqur 0 0 0 0 0 
share ' of expenses on a trip, including meals, trans-
p.ortation, housing, etc. 
9. Counting a pile of change. D 0 0 0 0 
10. Adding up a bill for a meal when you think you have 
· 0 0 0 0 0 
been over-charged . 
11. Telling the cashier that you think the bill for the meal 0 0 0 0 0 Was incorrect and watching the cashier add up the bill. 
TOTAL 
Copyright 1979 by Richard M. Suinn. All rights reserved. Published by RMBSI, Inc., P.O. Box 1066, Ft. Collins, 
Colorado 80522. 42 
Not at A A fair Vary 
all little amount Much much 
12. Being asked to make change. D D 0 0 0 
13. Adding up the dues received and the expenses of a 
club vou belong to. 
D D 0 0 0 
14. Reading a formula in a science class. 0 0 [J 0 0 
15. Doing a word problem in algebra. 0 0 0 D 0 
16. Solving a problem such as: If x = 11, and V = 3, D 0 0 0 0 then the results of x/V is equal to ? 
17. Solving the problem such as: If x = 12, and y = 4, 0 0 0 0 0 
then the ratio of x to y is equal to ? 
18. Figuring out your grade average for last term. 0 D 0 0 0 
'9 Daadin" an artiel" nn th" basketball team showino I • Il '!j , ~ ~ ~ , v 
what percentage of free throws each player made, the 0 0 0 0 0 percentage of field goals made, the total number at-
tempted, etc. 
20. Reading a novel with many dates in it. 0 0 0 0 0 
21. Being asked to remember the telephone -numbers of 0 0 0 C 0 three people you met. 
22. Being asked to guess at the number of people at a 0 0 0 0 0 large gathering you are attending. 
23. Receiving a math textbook. fl n n n n 
24. Watching a teacher work an algebra problem dn _ the D 0 0 0 0 blackboard. 
25. Figuring out whether you have enough change to pay 
D D D D for the sales tax, the gum and the magazine you want 0 
to buy. 
26. Signing up for a math course. D 0 0 0 0 
27. Listening to another student explain a math formula. D 0 0 0 0 
28. Walking into a math class. o o o o o 
TOTAL 43 
- --- -- .---.-- - -
Not at A A fair Very 
all little amount Much much 
29. Having to figure the miles per gallon of gas for a car. D D 0 0 0 
30. Watching someone work with a calculator. 0 0 [J 0 0 
31. Looking through the pages of a math text. 0 0 0 0 D 
32. Signing up for a course in Algebra. 0 D 0 0 0 
33. Being called on to put a problem on the board when 0 D D D D you are not sure your answer is correct. 
34. Studying for a math test. D D 0 0 0 
35. Starting to read a new chapter in a math book. 0 D D . 0 0 
36, Walking to class and thinking about a math course. D D D D D 
37. Meeting your math teacher while walking in the hall. D D D 0 D 
38. Reading the word"Statistics". D 0 0 D D 
39. Sitting in a math class and waiting for the teacher to [J 0 0 0 D begin . 
40. Solving a square root problem~ 0 0 0 0 0 
41. Signing up for a course in Geometry. D 0 0 D 0 
42. Collecting money to buy tickets for a show or a game 0 D 0 0 0 
at the door. 
43. Taking the math section of a standardized test, like 0 D D 0 0 
an achievement test. 
44. Measuring how much border to leave and how to 0 0 D D 0 place five pictures on a bulletin board . 
. --- --
45. Raising your hand in a math class to ask a question 0 D 0 0 0 
about something you do not understand. 
46. Reading and interpreting graphs or charts. 0 D D D D 
TOTAL 44 
- .... ---------- _._--_.-
_ .. _ ..--_ .. _- ..... __ ._ .. -. __ ... -._-
, Not at A A fair Very 
1 _______________________________________________________ al_I ______ I_itt_le _____ a_m_o_u_n_t _____ M_u_ch ______ m_u_c_h __ _ 
I 
I 
47. Reading a cash register receipt after you buy some· 
thing. 







49. Having to know how to balance a checkbook by 
adding up every amount that was spent and sub· 
tracting it from the amount you started with. 
50. Figuring how you would make more money: by tak-
ing a job that has a lower salary, but includes room, 
board, and travel;- or a job that has a higher salary, 
but no other benefits. 
51. Having someone explain bank interest rates while de-
scribing savings accounts. 
52. Hearing a lecture in a social studies class where the 
teacher is commenting on some figures, like the per-
centage of each -socio-economic group who voted 
Republican. 
53. Taking an examination (quiz) in a math cburse. 
54. Taking an examination (final) in a math course. 
55. Hearing two of your friends talking about the best 
way to figure out the actual cost of a product. 
56. Having someone ask you to recheck his figures in a 
simple calculation, such as division, or addition. 
57. Being asked by a friend to answer the question: 
"How long will it take to get to the state capital if 
I drive at 30 miles an hour?" 
58. Studying for a driver's licen§e test and memorizing 
the figures involved, such as the distances it takes to 
stop a car going at differing speeds. 
59. Hearing friends make bets on a game as they quote 
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Not at A A fair Very 
all little amount Much much 
61. Having a friend try to teach you a math procedure 
and finding that you cannot understand what he is D 0 D 0 0 
telling you. 
62. Scheduling your daily routine to set aside times for D D 0 0 0 classes, for study time, for meals, for recreation, etc. 
63. Learning the part of a game dealing with scoring and D 0 0 0 0 remembering numbers. 
64 . . Deciding which courses to take in order to come out 
with the proper number of credif hours for promo- D D 0 0 0 
tion or graduation. 
65. Working a math problem that is important in your 
life, like figuring out how much you can spend on . 0 0 0 0 0 
recreati 0 nal activities such as movies after buying 
other things you need. 
66. Working on a math problem which seems iess im-
portant in your life, such as: "If x = outstanding bills, 0 D 0 0 D 
and y = total income, calculate how much you have 
left for recreational purposes." 
67. Being given a set of addition problems to solve on 0 0 0 n C paper. 
68. Being given a set of subtraction problems to solve on D 0 0 0 0 paper. 
69. Being given a set of multiplication problems to solve D 0 D 0 0 
on paper. 
70. Being given a set of division problems to solve on D 0 fJ n rl 
paper. 
. . . - -- - . .. - --- -_. __ .- •.. --- ---.- .. _--- - ----- -._. -----,. __ ._---------- ._.- - ------- - - -- -_. ----_. --.-- -
71. Picking up your math textbook to begin working on 0 0 0 [] [J 
a homework assignment. 
72. Being given a homework assignment of many diffi- 0 0 0 0 0 cult math problems, which is due the nexf time the 
class meets. 
73. Thinking about an upcoming math test one week 0 0 0 0 D 
before. 
. .- -
74. Thinking about an upcoming math test one day D 0 0 0 0 before. 
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TOTAL 
75. Thinking about an upcoming math test one hour be-
fore. 
76. Thinking about an upcoming math test five minutes 
before. 
77. Checking the time and figuring out whether pr not 
you can stop in two more stores and still meet a 
a friend at the exact time you said you would. 
78. Waiting to get a math test returned on which you 
expected to do well. 
79 Waiting to get a math test returned on which you 
expected to do poorly. 
' . . 
. ... . . ' " .... '--. . -
. '." . " " .. ' . . -- . . ... 
.. . .. - -. _ . . ..... . - _. 
- " . .. -
80. Asking your math teacher after class about some-
thing you did not understand. 
81. Realizing that you have to take a certain number of 
math classes to fulfill the requirements for graduation. 
82. Picking up a math textbook to begin a difficult read-
ing assignment. 
83. Being called on to answer a question in a math class 
on a topic you have spent some time studying. 
84. Not knowing the formula needed to solve a particu· 
lar problem. 
85. Receiving your final math grade on your report card. 
86. Measuring out how much material you will need to 
do a project so that you will waste as little as possible. 
8? Being responsible for collecting the dues for a club 
and keeping track of the amount received. 
88. Opening a math or statistics book and seeing a page 
full of problems. 
89. Watchmg someone use a graph to explain something. 
90. Listening to a lecture in a math class. 
TOTAL 
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Not at A A fair Very 
all little amount Much much 
91. Being given a "pop" quiz in a math class. 0 0 0 0 0 
92 . Seeing a computer printout. 0 0 0 0 0 
. ' 
93. Having to use the tables in the back of a math book. 0 0 0 C 0 
94. Comparing the prices of two brands of soft drinks 0 0 [] II 0 
that are different sizes and deciding which is cheaper. 
95 .. Deciding how much of a tip to leave in a restaurant 0 0 0 0 0 after a meal. 
96. Being asked to explain how you arrived at a par· D 0 0 0 0 ticular answer for a problem. 
97. Tallying up the results of a vote, such as for class or 0 0 0 0 D 
student body representative. 
98. . Acting as secretary, keeping track of the number .of 





MARS-A Raw Scores by C10ss 
MME - 1 MME - 2 [-1 [-2 
129 138 202 98 
147 150 21 1 98 
184 153 221 116 
190 156 227 11 9 
205 162 233 129 
208 172 239 129 
211 190 257 138 
214 193 270 153 
242 214 276 153 
245 233 279 156 
251 239 291 159 
254 . 276 325 162 
270 315 162 
.""}-r('. 
L I'') 319 162 











Discussion of Scores of Individual MARS-A Statements 
Looking at responses to individual quesitons on the MARS-A led to 
some interesting insights. The statements which scored the highest in all 
the classes for making one feel much or very much anxious were 1) solving 
word problems in Algebra (most of these students having not had Algebra). 
2) figuring their grade average (could possibly be a weighted statemenO, 
3) putting a problem on the board in which the student is not sure the 
answer is correct (8 weighted statement), 4) figuring bank interest, 5) 
taking a mathematics final (a weighted st.atement), 6) having difficult 
homework., 7) not knowing the formula to solve a problem, and 8) being 
asked to explain how he or she arrived at an answer. All but two of these 
have direct results affecting the student's performance. These other two 
involve situations unfamiliar to these seventh graders (Algebra and bank 
interest). The statements scori ng the l8ast anxi ety, either not at 811 or a 
little were 1) counting change, 2) making change, 3) watChing the teacher 
work a problem, 4) rlaving 8 student explain a formula, 5) watching 
someone work with 8 calculator, 6) walking to a mathematics class, 7) 
waiting for the teacher to begin, 8) playing cards which use numbers, g) 
llstening to a lecture in 8 mathematics ciass, and 10) using the tables in 
the back of a mathematics textbook. This latter group includes tasks in 
which the student is not responsible for the outcome directly or tasks that 
are related to money and games. 
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I was surprised to see "being asked to explain how he or she arrived 
at an answer" 6S that is one of the sk111s procticed in MME. Looking 6t the 
range of scores for that statement there were fI thi rd of the students that 
were not anxious, a third moderately f2nxious, and 6 third \lery anxious. 
The anxiety related to this may be affected by something else such os 






I. Project title 
Does the Curriculum "Math and the Mind's Eye" Reduce Math. Anxiety in Junior 
High Students?" 
II. Abstract 
Adults with Math. Anxiety are at a severe disadvantage in today's society. 
Often times this amciety begins to appear in the junior high grades. By 
the time these students attend high school their amciousness about math. 
has often become an avoidance of math. These students tend not to take 
crucial math. classes, or don't do as well as they could in the mandatory 
math. classes, that prepare them for college or career requirements. As 
adults, this anxiety then affects job perfotmance, _f.§!'ger developnent, 
and in ~eVerE3d cases, basic living skills. ----
In this proposed project we will test a relatively new curriculum develop-
ed by Gene ~Bier at Portland State University for junior high students 
- that takes a hands-on approach to learning math. Using a pre- and post-
test of lVhth. Anxiety we will measure to what degree this curriculUm 
affects math. attitudes in students. . 
III. Location of project 
-This project will---t8ke place in regular classrooms at Harriet Tuhnan Middle 
School in Portland, Oregon. 
IV. Project overview 
Two general (average level) math. classes will be selected from Mountain 
View Intermediate School, one which heavily relies on "lVhth and the Mind's 
Eye" for presentation of the subject matter and one which uses the more 
formal lecture and textbook style. The teacher of each class will give 
a pre-test to the class using the Mathematics Anxiety Rating Scale for 
. Adolescents (MARS~A), continue the semester under their separate curricula, 
and at the end of the semester give the MARS-A again as a post-test. 
The MARS-A measures attitudes towards mathematics on a scale of 98 (low 
- anxiety) to 490 (extreme anxiety). Examples of some of the items to be 
individually scaled from-1 to .5 ("Not at all" to "Very much") are "Tally-
ing up the results of a vote" and "Studying for a math test." 
The scores of each test, both individually and as a class, will be compared 
to see what kind of affect the two cUrricula had on math. attitudes, if any. 
The results will then be shared with Gene Maier and math. teachers, partic-
ularly those at the junior high level. 
V. Risks 
--
1) No unusual or invasive techniques will be used ,during the pre- and 
post-testing, however, filling out forms, scales, or surveys may 
make some people anxious. 
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2) The students are using sharp objects (pens or pencils) to fill 
out the scale. 
VI . Procedures to avoid risks 
1) To help reduce test anxiety, the classroom teacher will administer 
the scale and allow sufficient time to complete it without a strict 
time limit. 
2) Teachers will monitor the classrooms while students fill out the 
scale and students will use their own writing utensils or ones 
they are familiar with. 
VII. Sample of Informed Consent Form 
'L. f .. _; . , . ~ .. . " , f 
1. Institution 
A. Title of project: 




Does the Curriculum "Math and the- lI,.1lnd' s 
Eye" Reduce Nath. Anxiety in Junior High 
Students? 
Teresa Kendall 239-0590 
._ lyU..ke Clock_ _______ _ J.57-q15J ?C2266 
.. Harriet Tulmm Middle School 
Portland, Oregon 
September 1988 - June 1989 
2. J;)escription of project .___ _ . 
This project measures junior high student's attitudes to-
ward mathematics under two p3.rticular curricula, "Math ani the 
. Mind 's Eye" and the standard textbook. The attitudes are measur-
ed at the beginning and end of the semester and will have no 
reflection on the student's grade. 
3. Description of risks 
Students may feel anxious about filling out the scale. In order 
to help reduce this anxiety the classroom teacher will administer 
the scale and allow sufficient time to complete it without a 
strict time limit. 
4. Description of benefits 
This research will benefit future teachers of junior high _ students 
by informing teachers of their student's attitudes toward math. 
regarding specific instructional strategies and curricula content. 
5. Compensation and medical care 
If you are injured in this experiement it is possible that you 
will not receive compensation or medical care from Pacific Univ-
ersity, the experimenters, or any organization associated with 
the experiment. All responsible care will be used to prevent 
injurY • 
6. Alternatives advantageous to subjects 
Not applicable 
7. Offer to answer 8l'W inquiries 
The experimenters will be happy '- to ·ansWer-- any questi6i1s--tmt you 
ma.y have at · any time during the course of the study. If you are 
not satisfied with the answers you receive, please call Nancy 
Nagel at 357-6151 x2395. 
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8. Freedom to withdraw 
You are free to withdraw your consent and to discontinue parti-
cipation in this project or activity at any time without prejudice 
to you. 
r have read and understand the above. This form is signed for me by 
my parent or guaniian. 
Printed :name 
----------------------------------------
Signed __________________ ~ __________ Date ________ __ 
Address ________________________ Phone _____ _ 
City _____________________________ ST/Zip ______ __ 
VIII. Dates of project 
All collection of data requiring subject participation will occur from 
September 6, 1988 till June 15, 1989 ('881'89 school year) 
Date of proposal submission 
September 1, 1988 
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Informed Consent Form 
1. Institution 
A. Title of project: 




2. Description of project 
Does the Curriculum "Math and the Mind's 
Eye" Reduce Math. Anxiety in Junior High 
Students? 
Teresa Kendall 239-0590 
Mike Clock 357-6151 x2266 
Portland Public School District 1J 
Portland, Oregon 
September 1988 - June 1989 
This project measures junior high student's attitudes toward mathematics 
under two particular curricula, "Math and the . Mind's Eye"and the stan-
dard textbook. The attitudes are measured at the beginning and end of 
the semester and will have no reflection on the student's grade. 
J. Description of risks 
Students may feel anxious about filling out the scale. In order to help 
reduce this anxiety the classroom teacher will administer the scale and 
allow sufficient time to complete it without a strict time limit. 
4. Description of benefits 
This research will benefit future teachers of junior high students by 
informing teachers of their student's attitudes toward mathematics re:-
garding specific instructional strategies fuJd cUL:ricula content. 
5. Compensation and medical care 
If you are injured in this experiment it is possible that you will not 
. receive 'compensation or medical care from Pacific University, the ex-
perimenters, or any organization associated with the experiment. 
6. Alternatives advantageous to subjects 
Not applicable. . 
7. Offer to answer any inquiries 
The experimenters will be happy to answer any questions that you may 
have at any. time during the course of the study. If you are not satis-
fied with the answers you receive, please call Nancy Nagel at 357-6151 
x2395. 
8. Freedom to withdraw 
You are free to withdraw your consent and to discontinue participation 
in ~his project or activity at any time without prejudice to you. 
I have read and understand the above. This fom is signed for me by my 
parent or guardian. 
Printed Name 
----------------------------------------------------
Signed __________________________________ _ D9.te ____________ __ 
Address ____________________________________ _ Phone _____________ __ 
City _____________________________________ _ ST/Zip _____ _ 
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APPENDIX F 
---------- _._._.- - --
Consent letter 
November 4, 1988 
Dear Parents or Guardians: 
There is a relatively new curriculum called "Math and the Mind's 
Eye" that is being used at some of the district's middle schools. It 
is affecting a very positive change in the attitudes of our students 
regarding mathematics. . Teresa Kendall, a master's student at Pacific 
University, is helping us to document this positive change. She has 
provided us with the MARS-A, a scale which measures anxiety toward 
mathematics. Clara Martinez and Kathy Cooper, in cooperation with 
, 
lVIs. Kendall, will be giving the scale on Wednesday, November 9 to 
their mathematics classes. In order for your child to psrtici:rate 
we need you to complete the enclosed consent form. We would like to 
encourage you to allow your child's partici:ration by signing the 
consent form and returning it to the school with your child on Tues-
day, November 8 or Wednesday, November 9. 
' " .. ,'. 
Thank yoU for your cooperation. If you have any questions, call 
MS. Kendall at 359-2205. 
DS:tk 







PACIFIC UNIVERSITY INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD 
PROJECT DISPOSITION FORM 
Does the .Curri.culum "Math. and the Mind's Eye" Reduce Math 




.. Mike Clock 
Thil P(Qj;'i jilpprollud ~ud Qn "hil InlItI;Iri:..b fumhhwd by \11;/ ptifll;ilJ~1 iM&:stiOHorhl. Copi.:, ot .. II Informed 
Com~n' /jod/or ~81 RQlllilUI mUll b. rlitiliOlld by \tall princip .. 1 illl/i;His,l10lhl ;&nd upon compl&;tio~ of till! pro-
ject Qillillllrlld 10 lhl Olr"I:1o.r of R~'"rch for poillnliOIlOi norilllll. f"ilL:rll \0 Qtlilll:r IhI:U; rlolll:iI~t' ill the: coml"ll:. 
lion of lh. projllct may IOllUU penoIWI 11Ig;l1 Ii.r.biliry fOI \hI! Plincip-.I inveitiSiltorhl. 'Any occum:ncu of inju/Y . 
. IpnyliCilI, ·plychologiC4I, "c.) to " ",bjllet or 110'1 ligoiliCiiot ch;.ooc: in h,h:ilrch g,uioo mun b~ rllporu:d 10 (hit 
. . 
Chllirp"non ~t 1hil IRS ImmlldillllllV. . 
2. APPROVAL WITH MODIFICATIONS REQUIRED 0 
TIIII gentrill concilpl 01 \hh project I, .c~pwblll ;os alII supportino m;.tcrlals. Thu I RB rl:qu.:m thl: followill!) 
moailiCOItiolU llinl'lOldll and r .. villwlld lrJith lhll ClIlIirpl:tson of Wil IRB •. It modijic6itions ura: .. cctplilblt!. ISltHl 
will dgn lind d;)tll billow. · Tnll ~ojil~ ia \hlln .pptolilid lind ~ubj<lc, to the conditioo, H<I,,:d ulld&:r item 1 abo~i:. 
tHumlin lubjlU:U nHl~ no, bu .I.,,~-d until \hi! Ch;iil~($on ,'un, bIlIOl.\I.J ' 
Rllquirlld ModifiWltio," 
_________________________________ ~~t~ ____________________ --~ 
(CJ).;j if p.ncJfl, JR 8) 
3. DISAPPROVeD 0 
. ' . . 
&CiU5I of lh. r ... ,o/U Ila"d ""low, mil IRB COIonot "PP'OW", of thu U'd of human Iubic:c" in thh projlicl. ThQ 
prillcjp;.1 illlllIStigAtQI(d m4V COlritet til. probl"nls ~nd rdubmit thi! PlOjllCt 10 lhll IRB orm:ay r.:qutn to !ippl:ar 
in pC:lion U lin IRB m~utinll to. lIl(piliin \hI! p{bjuet moria fully. 
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